
compel inquiry in regard to the .title; ordinary prudence would sug-
gest it.
The judgment creditors never saw the land. It "Was located many

miles from their residence, in a sparsely-settled part of the country,
and the nearest cultivated tract, except the adjoining S. E. i- of the
section, was three or four miles distant; so that the least inquiry of
the farmers and laborers in the vicinity would have put anyone, who
desired to ascertain the ownership, in the way of obtaining the infor-
mation. It should have been made; and if the defendants had exer-
cised ordinary care, this litigation would have been avoided.
The cases cited by defendants' counsel are not in point. In Dut-

ton v. McReynolds, 16 N. W. Rep. 468, the land was conveyed to
three persons as tenants in common; one went into possession and
subsequently purchased the interest of his co-tenants, but failed to
record the deed executed and delivered to him, before a judgment
was docketed against one of his grantors, and the court held that the
continued possession of the grantee was not notice of his claim of title
or possession under the unrecorded deed from one of hisco.tenants.
It is my opinion that the defendants nothing by the sale

under the judgment, and the complainants are entitled to So decree,
which is granted.

G'ILLETTlll v. ()ITY OF DENVER.

BROWN v. SAMB.

(Oireuit (Jourt, D. Uom-ado. October 16, 1884.)

1. SEWER ASSESSMENTS-ACCORDING TO AREA.
Assessments for sewer purposes, levied according to area and regardless of

improvements, is a valid mode of assessment under the lJolorado constitution.
2. 8.um-NoTICE-WHEN ASSESSMENT IsDETEUMlNED BY A MERE MATHEMATlCAL

COMPUTATION NOTICE IS UNNEOESSARy-DUE PROOESS OJ' LAW.
Act of the legislature, Colorado, of February 19, 1879, amending the charter

of the city of Denver, provides 'for the construction of sewers and the levy of
assessments therefor according to area and regardless of improvements, on the
petition of a majority of the property holders resident in any sewer distriot, or
upon the recommendation of the board of health. The act also provides that,
dlUing the progress of the work, all persons interested shall' have an opportu-
nity to object to the materials used,' the manner in which the work is done, or
any supposed violation of the conuact. Held, that the levy of the assessment
being a mere mathematical computati9n, and as to all prior proceedings full
notice is prOVided for, it is unnecessary that the act should provide an oppor-
tunity for lot·owners to be heard on the assessments after they !1rc levied, and
that mlj.king such assessmen ts a fixed charge against the lots, without notice or
an opportunity to be heard,' is not depriving the lot-owners of theirpl'operty
without" due process of law." '

8. 8AME........EQUITY WILL NOT ENJOIN COLLECTION OJ' TAX ON THE GROUND 01"
IRREGULARITY·OR ILLEGALITY.
In an action brought to restrain sale of land to par delinquent tax or

ment, equity will not grant an injunction. restniming collection of tax or
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. assessment on the ground of irregularities in the levy or illegality of the tax or
assessment.

4. JURISDICTION OF FEDERAL COURT.....Dum PnOOEBB OF LAW.
Jurisdiction of federal court cannot be invoked on thll ground that the act

under which the proceedmgs are had violates the constitution of the state, un-
less it also violates some provision of the federal constitution.

Petition for Injunction. Th.e facts are stated in the opinion.
John Q. Charles, James H. Brown, and John W. Webater. for com·

plainants.
Frank Tilford, Henry T. Rogers, and LuciuB M. Outhbert, for de-

fendents.
BREWER, J., (orally.) In the case No. 1,217, Gillette v. Oity of

Denver, a bill has been filed to enjoin the collection of certain side-
walk and sewerage taxes. So far as the sidewalk taxes are con-
cerned, the question as to them has been settled by the supreme
court of the state, and is not now pressed for consideration. The
special demurrer runs only to the sewerage tax. It is claimed by the
complainants that this tax is void, because the act of the legisla-
ture under which the proceedings are had is unconstitutional in two
respects: First, it provides for an assessment of the tax upon the
property within the district according to the area, ignoring all im-
provements placed upon it, and not according to the value of the prop-
erty; and the question involved is whether it is within the power of
the legislature, under your constitution, to assess these special taxes
upon property according to the area. In the case which went to the
supreme court of your state, involving the sidewalk tax, where the
act provides for collecting the tax according to the frontage, the act
was sustained. I am unable to see any distinction in principle be-
tween the two. If you can collect a sidewalk tax by a levy upon the
adjacent lots according to their frontage, which,of course, ignores all
question of or improvements, I can see no reason why you can
not collect a'sfj,Werage tax upon property according to the area. In
both cases all matter of improvements, all question of value, is
jgnored; and so, without discussing the question, it seems to me,
nnder the decision of your supreme court, that that objection mnst
be overruled. The1;lecond objection is that unaer the act there is
no such notice provided for as will create "due process of law;"
and in' reference to the sidewalk ordina'nce· and the prooeedings
thereunder, the supreme court have held that there was not "due pro-
cess of law," and have set aside those taxes. A distinction is sought
to be made between sidewalk proceedings and those in reference to
sewerage. What is "due 'process of law," is one of those questions
which it is mora easy to ask than it is to answer. The 8upremecourt
of the United States have very carefully said that there is 8S yet no
full and d,efinite ans'Werto the question. In the case of Davidson v.
New Orleans, 9'6 U. S. 97, the court, by Mr. Justice MILLER, uses this
language: "., '. .. . '
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"But apart from the imminent risk of a failure to give any definition which
would be at once perspicuous, comprehensive, and satisfactory, there is wis-
dom, we think, in the ascertaining of the intent and application of such an
important phrase in the federal constitution, by the gradual process of jUdi-
cial inclusion and exclusion, as the cases presented for decision shall require,
with the reasoning on which such decisions may be founded. * * * As
contributing, to some extent, to this mode of determining what class of cases
do not fall within its provision, we lay down the following proposition as
applicable to the case before us: That whenever, by the laws of a state or by
state authority, a tax, assessment, servitude, or other burden is imposed upon
property for the public use, whether it be for the whole state or of some more
limited portion of the community, and those laws provide for a mode of con-
firming or contesting the charge thus imposed in the ordinary courts of jus-
tice, with such notice to the person, or such proceeding in regard to the
property, as is appropriate to the nature of the case, the judgment in such
proceedings cannot be said to deprive the owner of his property without due

" process of Iiiw...
And in a subseqnent case, (Hagar v. Reclamation Dist. 111 U. S.

708; S. C. 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 663,) the court, by Mr. Justice FIELD, uses
this language, after discllssing more generally what "due process of
law" maybe: .
"But Where the taking of property is in the enforc\lment of a tax, 'ihe pro-

ceeding is necessarily less formal, a,I).d whether notice to him is at all neces-
sary may depend upon the character of the tax, and the manner in which its
amount is determinable. The necessity of revenue for the support of the
government· does not admit of the delay attendant upon proceedings in a
court "f justice, and they are not required for the enforcement of taxes or as-
sessments."
As stated by Mr. Justice BRADLEY in his concurring opinion in Da-

vidson v. New Orleans:
"In judging what is 'due process of law,' respect must be hud to the cause

and object of the taking,-whether under the taxing power, the power of emi-
nent domain, or the power of assessment for local improvements, or some of
these; and if found to be suitable or admissible in the special case, it will be
adjudged to be 'due process of law;' but if found to be arbitrary, oppressive,
and unjust, it may be declared to be not' due process of law.' "
And again:
"Of the different kinds of taxes which the state may impose, there is a vast

number of which, from their nature, no notice can be given to the tax-payer,
nor would notice be of any possible advantage to him, such as poll-taxes.
license taxes, (not upon the extent of his business,) and generally
specific taxes on things or persons or occupations. In such cases the legis-
lature, in authorizing the tax, fixes its amount, and that is the end of the
matter."
And then goes on to speak of where a tax is levied on property, not

Bpecifically, but according to its value, to be ascertained by assessors
appointed for that purpose, upon. such evidence as they may obtain,
and holds that a different principle comes in. Now, in this case, the tax
is levied by the area; no question of value, no matter of judgment,-
a mere mathematical calculation; and of what earthly profit conld it
be to a tax-payer to have notice of that calculation? He can make it
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himself. He cannot correct by testimony the judgment of anybody;
it is as exact and settled as anything can be. In the proceedings to
assess this tax and to do the work, there are three steps: First, there
is the making of the contract for the building of the sewer; second,
there is the building of the sewer, the performing of the work; and,
third, the mere mathematical calculation,-the apportionment of the
cost. As to the latter, no notice can be required, because notice
would be of no avail; as to the first, the statute provides that the
city council may not act except upon the petition of a majority of the
property holders, or a'recommendation of the board of health; it acts
only by ordinance; the contract can be let only on advertisement.
Every citizen is bound to take notice of the ordinances of the city;
so that anterior to the making of the contract he has all the notice
which can be required; and the statute also provides, in reference to
the doing of the work, that while the work is proceeding, on the com-
plaint of any citizen or tax-payer, that any public work is being done
contrary to contract, or the work or material used is imperfect or dif-
ferent from what was stipulated to be furnished or done, the council
shall examine into the complaint, may appoint three commissioners,
etc.; so that in reference to the making of the contract the perform-
ing of the contract, there is provision for notice; and as to the mere
apportionment of the tax, it is one of those things as to which in the
nature of things no notice can be required, because no notice would
be of value. So that, within the definitions laid down in these cases
in the supreme court of the United States, it s\?ems to me that it
must be held that there was no violation in that/statute of that pro-
,vision of the federal constitution forbidding the taking of property
without "due process of law."
But that only advances us one step. It is charged in the bill and

on demurrer, it must be taken to be true, that there were irregulari-
ties in the exercise of this power; that tax-warrants have been issued
for a sum largely in excess of the cost of the sewer; and this statute
provides that the cost of the sewer shall be charged upon the lots in
dispute; and the question now arises: What is the duty of the court,
in this equitable case, where work is irregularly done, defects appear
in the proceedings of the council, and an excess in the amount of the
warrants? In reference to that, this is the rule laid down, in a very
carefully considered case, by the supreme court on these general ques-
tion, in the State Railroad Tax Oases, that went up from Illinois.
92 U. S. 575. (This, it must be borne in mind, is an equitable ac-
tion to restrain the collection of the entire tax levied upon these lots.)
In the syllabus It is stated:

"While this conrt does not lay down any absolute }'ule limiting the course
of a court of equity in restraining the collection of taxes, it declares that it
is essential that every case be brought within some of the recognized rules of
equity jurisdiction. and that neither illegality nor irregularity in the proceed-
ings, nor error or excess in the valuatioll, nor the hardship or injustice of the
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law, provided it be constitutlonal,nor grievance which can be remedIed
bya suit l;\t law either before or after the payment of the tax, will authorize
an injunction against its collection."
And in the fourth proposition:
"Noinjunction, preliminary or final, can be granted to stay collection of

taxes until it is shown that all the taxes conceded to be due, or which the court
can see ought to be paid, or which cali be shown to be due by affidavits, have
been paid or tendered without demanding a receipt in full."
And in order that it may be seen that that is not the language of

the reporter, and an improper deduction from the opinion, I turn to
language of ,the opinion itself, where, on page 613, Judge MILLER

says: ,
"It has been repeatedly decided that neither the mere illegality of the tax

complained of, nor its injustice nor irregularity, of themselves, give the right
to an injunction ina court of equity." ,[Quoting half a dozen cases. And
then further:] "But there is another principle of equitable jurisprudence
which forbids in these cases the interference of a court of chancery in favor
of complllinants. Jt is that universal rule which requires that be who seeks
equity at the hands of the court musttirst do equity." "It is a profitable
thing for corporations or individuals, whose taxes are very large, to obtain a
preliminary injunction as to all their taxes, contest the case through several
years' litigation, and when, in the end, it is found that but a small part of the
tax should be permanently enjoined, 8u1>mit to pay the balance. This is not
equity. It is in direct violation of the first principles of equity jurisdiction.
It is not sufficient to say in the bill that they are ready and Willing to pay
whatever maybe found due. Theymust first pay what is concedea to be due,
or what can be seen to be due on the face of the bill, or be shown by affida.
vits, whether conceded or not, before the preliminary injunction should be
granted. The state is not to be thus tied up as to that of which there is no
contest by lumping it with that which is really contested. If the proper om-
cer refuses to receive a' part of the tax, it must be tendered, and tendered
without the condition annexed of a receipt in full for all the taxes assessed."
"We are satisfied that an observance of this principle would prevent the larger
part of suits for restraining collection of taxes which now come into the
courts. We lay it down with unanimity as a rule to govern the COUTts of the
United States in their action in such CaRP-S."

Applying that rule here, it is alleged in the bill that these sewers
had been constructed, that their cost was a certain sum, that the
area within the district is also of a certain extent. Now, conceding
(and it must be under the allegations of the bill) that there were
irregularities in the proceedings sufficient in an action at law to
defeat the title transferred by a conveyance, yet the complainants
stand in the attitude of saying to this city: "You shall not collect a
dollar of the cost of this sewer, because you have tried to collect more
than you were entitled to, because of some irregularity in the pro-
ceedings to collect that tax; while we admit that the sewer has been
built, that it really cost so much, and that, as must be conceded,
under the provisions of statute and the ordinance our property has
been benefited to that extent." It seems to me that equity will not
interfere in such a case. There is no allegation in the bill of pay-
ment or tender. I think the bill in respect to that matter is there-
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fore defective, and demurrer to that portion of the bill which seeks
to restrain the collection of the sewerage taxes will be Bustained.
In the ease of Brown v. Oity of Denver, 3 Colo. 169, which presents

the same questions substantially, with this additional fact: The plain-
tiff is a citizen of Colorado, and comes into this court invoking the ju-
risdiction of the federal courts, on the ground that his property is be-
ing taken without "due process of law," in violation of the provision of
the fourteenth "amendment. I do not think· it is necessary to say any
more than I have said. It does not seem to me that under the alle-
gations of the bill it can be held that there was a lack of due pro-
cess of .law, and I do not think that a citizen of the state oan oome
into the federal courts and litigate with a citizen of the state any
other than a federal question. So I have not considered several
questions made by oounsel as to supposed infractions of other por-
tions of the oonstitution.
The special plea to the jurisdiction will be sustained.

PARKHURST and others v. HOSFORD and another.

COircuit Oourt, D. Oregon. October 81,1884.'

L VENDOR AND VENDEE-INADEQUACY OF CONSIDERATION.
Mere inadequRcy of price is not sufficient to avoid the sale of real property;

but when such inadequacy is gross, and the vendor was needy and ofweak mind,
and acted upon the impression that he was indebted to the vendee, when he
was not, equity will give relief by treating the vendee as the trustee of the
property for the benetit of the vendor or his representatives. Four hundred
dollars held to be a grossly inadequate price for property worth not less than
*1,500.

2. INSANITY-OPINION OF NON-PROFESSIONAL WITNESS.
Upon the trial of an issue involving the sanity of a person, the opinion of a

non-professional witness, based upon his own observations, is competent evi.
dence, and is entitled to according to the intelligence of the witness,
his means of information, and the character of the derangement.

S. VENDOR AND VENDEE-NOTICE OF PRIOR EQUITY.
A purchaser of real property for a valuable consideration is not affected by

notice of a prior adverse equity received from a stranger or person not inter.
ested in the property; norwill mere rumors or hearsay concerning such equity,
and communicated by such person, be sufficient to put him on inquiry, and
charge him with knowledge of the facts that he might have thereby learned.

Suit to Set Aside a Conveyance.
Rufus Mallory and William M. Ramsey, for plaintiffs.
W. II. IIolmes, for defendant Hosford.
E. J. Dawne. for defendant Schindler.
DEADY, J. The plaintiff C. T. Parkhurst and 15 others, citizens of

Kansas, Illinois, Massachusetts, Indiana, New York, and California,
respectively, bring this Buit against E. F. Hosford and John Schindler,
citizens of the state of Oregon, for relief against a conveyance made
by Lewis Parkhurst in his life-time to the defendant Hosford, of a tract


